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Abstract

Affordable and relatively accurate eye trackers are becoming more ac-
cessible for the mainstream user, consequently opening up new opportu-
nities for utilizing eye gaze in interactive real-time applications.

When extending gaze data from an eye tracker into real-time ren-
dered 3D virtual environments, there are often techniques applied to cor-
relate the gaze point to a 3D object. Techniques which can be referred
to gaze-to-object mapping (GTOM) methods. One featured GTOM
method, region-bound Interactors, provided by the eye tracking com-
pany Tobii AB, was extended in this thesis by utilizing a custom G-buffer
in order to extract accurate shapes of individual objects in screen space.
This adapted method was compared against two methods based on ray
casting in a controlled 3D test environment consisting of three types of
scenarios with varying conditions.

Data was collected from a user study with 31 participants to assess
if the Interactors method could be viable in 3D virtual environments.
The extended method showed some promising result in relation to the
other methods, but further work needs to be done to establish whether
the method in question is practical for GTOM in 3D.

Sammanfattning

Relativt precisa eyetrackers med ett lågt pris blir allt mer tillgängliga
för den vanlige användaren. Således öppnas nya möjligheter upp för att
använda ögonspårning i interaktiva realtidsapplikationer.

När man förlänger ögats blickpunkt in till virtuella realtidsrende-
rade 3D-miljöer, används ofta metoder för att kunna korrelera blicken
till ett 3D-objekt. Dessa metoder kan benämnas som så kallade gaze-
to-object mapping-metoder (GTOM). En GTOM-metod, regionsbundna
Interactors, som tillhandahålls av eyetracking-företaget Tobii AB, kom-
pletterades under detta examensarbete med en specifik G-buffer för att
kunna extrahera exakta former av enskilda objekt på skärmen. Denna
metod jämfördes med två metoder som var baserade på strålföljning i
en kontrollerad testmiljö i 3D som bestod av tre typer av olika scenarier
med varierande förhållanden.

Information samlades in från en användarstudie med 31 deltagare
för att kunna bedöma om Interactors-metoden är lämplig för GTOM
i virtuella 3D-miljöer. Den utökade metoden uppvisade en del lovande
resultat i förhållande till de andra två metoderna, men ytterligare forsk-
ning måste utföras för att kunna fastställa om huruvida den aktuella
metoden är praktisk för GTOM i 3D.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the concept of gaze-to-object mapping and why it is an
important problem to solve. Followed by the degree project’s objective and in what
extent it will be fulfilled.

1.1 Background
Utilizing eye tracking technology in applications such as computer games or inte-
grated in virtual reality headsets has recently become a more relevant topic in both
research and development. The so called gaze-to-object mapping (GTOM) problem
is fundamental to solve when it comes to 3D computer games in order to determine
what specific object a user is currently looking at in 3D space. Inaccuracies in eye
tracking hardware and frequent saccadic human eye movements makes it a non triv-
ial task. Therefore solutions to GTOM with high precision would have a wide range
of usages relating to game development but also when analyzing visual attention of
users. The research field is young and established high performing GTOM methods
are limited. At the same time eye tracking hardware is getting more accessible and
inexpensive. And gaze interaction features have been incorporated into several AAA
3D games. Consequently making solutions for GTOM in 3D virtual environments
necessary.

1.2 Motivation
The process of distinguishing what object in 3D space a gaze point should be con-
nected to is hard in some situations as gaze point data from an eye tracker only is an
approximation of where the user is looking on the screen. One of the general main
subproblems to tackle when it comes to mapping gaze to objects in a 3D virtual
environment is to achieve an efficient way to handle cases when attentional objects
are occluded, either partially or fully. This can occur in a scene containing many
objects that are cluttered together. But it could also happen in instances when a
single object is occluding another object. Occluded objects could potentially also be
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

positioned at different depths relative to the camera making the GTOM procedure
more complex. Therefore a way of extracting precise information about overlapping
objects and utilize it when performing GTOM could be beneficial.

Another case where precision could be improved is to map gaze to objects in
motion. Taking eye tracker properties like latency, physiological diversity between
individuals’ eyes and the high speed of eye movements into account renders the
task of mapping gaze to moving objects challenging. This in combination with the
occlusion cases makes object selection and GTOM even more difficult.

A more concrete use case for GTOM is when trying to achieve a realistic gaze-
contingent depth of field effect where the focal point is placed on the focused object.
Or in foveated rendering techniques like for example when handling the level of
detail of objects. The topic foveated rendering has become more relevant with the
demand of higher resolution displays and at the same time keeping the performance
at a reasonable level.

These above mentioned situations and tasks makes this question interesting from
a research point of view.

1.3 Project objective

The question to examine is: Does the use of Interactors have a positive effect on
the GTOM accuracy on 3D objects compared to other GTOM methods? If so, in
what scenarios and to what degree does the Interactor approach impact GTOM
accuracy?

A broad definition of an Interactor1 is that it is something a user can interact
with utilizing her eye gaze. In the context of this project Interactors will help in
determining if a 3D object is gazed upon.

1.4 Delimitation

Accuracy mentioned in the project’s objective is only measured in the ability of
mapping the gaze recorded from an eye tracker to an attentional 3D object and not
the whole aspect of the selection task. Neither is the performance in relation to
computational complexity of each GTOM method considered. But that is suitable
and necessary to consider in future evaluations.

The scenarios where the different GTOM methods will be evaluated in will
be limited to a set of three different scene types with a small set of independent
variables like object shape, size, density spacing and movement speed. In all the
scenes the viewpoint will be fixed and not moving. The different types of scenes
and their specific parameters are described in more detail in section 3.3.

1http://developer-files.tobii.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/
Developers-Guide-C-Cpp.pdf [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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1.5. REPORT OVERVIEW

1.5 Report overview
The report is organized as follows. Chapter 1 introduce the concept of GTOM,
motivation why solutions to it is important and this degree project’s objective with
its delimitations. Chapter 2 gives some theoretical background behind the human
eye’s physiology, eye tracking technology and gaze interaction with an overview
of scenarios where GTOM methods could be evaluated in. Chapter 3 describes
the utilized methodology for tackling the degree project’s objective. And chapter
4 summarizes the result of it. The degree project is then concluded in chapter 5
together with some proposed future work.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

This chapter introduces the two key concepts related to this degree project: eye
tracking and gaze interaction.

2.1 Eye tracking

This section will begin to describe some underlying details regarding the human
eye’s physiology and relevant eye movements when applying eye tracking. Followed
by an introduction to the three main eye tracking techniques: electro-oculography,
scleral contact lenses and video-oculography. And a few of their strengths and
weaknesses are summarized.

2.1.1 The human eye

An adult human eye has the approximate shape of a sphere with the diameter of
roughly 24 mm. This property seems to hold for both the genders and for different
adolescent age groups [5]. The eye is mainly characterized by its white exterior, the
sclera; the colorful circular iris; and the solid black aperture centered on the iris,
the pupil (see figure 2.1a) [41]. The sclera protects the eye ball except the eye’s
front region where it is connected to the cornea. The protective and transparent
cornea covers the iris; its smooth surface is coated with tear fluid which renders
it to have mirror like properties [34]. Behind the iris is the lens positioned which
enables the eye to adjust the sharpness on a focused object in the retina [41]. The
lens can hardly be seen with the naked eye but it is possible to notice small images
manifesting from the front and rear surfaces of the lens. These images is representing
the third (P3) and fourth (P4) Purkinje images as seen in figure 2.1b [34, 37].
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

(a) Parts of the human eye [7]. (b) Purkinje images [4].

Figure 2.1: Schematic cross sections of the human eye.

The first Purkinje image which has a special role in some eye tracking techniques
is also called the corneal reflection or corneal glint. Purkinje images are utilized
by video-based combined pupil/corneal reflection eye trackers and they will be ad-
dressed in subsection 2.1.3.

Between the cornea and the lens is the anterior chamber which contains aqueous
humour and the space between the lens and the retina is filled with vitreous humour
[41]. The retina is the inner most layer in the eye as seen in figure 2.1a. It consists
of multiple layers of different cells but the light and color sensitive ones are the
photoreceptor cells [37]. These are mainly of the types rods and cones [23, 29]. The
rods are specifically sensitive to light, shade and motion meanwhile the cones are
more sensitive to color [9]. The small region on the retina that allows high visual
acuity is the fovea where the majority of the cones are distributed. While the rods
are almost non-existent in the fovea they are instead distributed along the retinal
periphery [37, 41]. Making the foveal vision vital for allowing the eye to see fine
details on an object and the peripheral vision more about detecting new objects of
interest [28, 37, 41].

While there are a variety of units to use when describing visual acuity one that
is often used is the so called visual angle. It can be calculated by the equation

A = 2arctan
(
S

2D

)
(2.1)

where A is the angle in degrees subtended by the length of a scene object S from
the distance of D which is between the pupil and S [37]. The so called line of sight
is what determines a person’s visual attention [41]. It is defined as the line that
goes from the fovea through the pupil along D until it reaches the point of regard
(POR). The foveal acuity around the POR in photopic light levels (i.e. day light)
is best within approximately 2°. Between that region and 5° the acuity is reduced
in a linearly fashion. Outside the 5° region the acuity is reduced approximately
exponentially. To get a sense of how small the inner region is the rule of thumb is
that it is the size of your thumbnail on an outstretched arm [37].
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2.1. EYE TRACKING

2.1.2 Eye movements

Human eye movements can be separated into a number of different types. In order
for the brain to perceive a stationary object one has to hold the gaze long enough
at a specific point; that is a so called fixation. But whether fixations are synchro-
nized events with human visual attention is still an open question, although most
eye tracking research makes this assumption [24]. While the typical duration of a
fixation is in the range of 200-600 ms [9, 24], they can last anywhere from "some
tens of milliseconds up to several seconds" [24]. To enable the ability to perform a
fixation while head movements are made in parallel the so called vestibulo-ocular
reflex helps to stabilize the perceived image on the retina by automatically counter
each head movement with an appropriate eye movement [28, 34, 49]. One would
think that the eye is perfectly still when performing a fixation but that is a false
assumption. During a fixation the eye has small micro-movements called tremors,
drift and microsaccades. The function of the tremor movement has not yet been
discovered, drifts are movements that makes the eye wander away from the fixation
point while microsaccades causes the eye to return to the initial fixation point [24].
The size of a microsaccade is observed to be less than one degree of visual angle
[28, 49].

Between different fixations the eye performs very quick and ballistic movements
called saccades. They have been deemed ballistic in the sense that when a saccade
has commenced and the eye is moving towards an fixation it cannot be changed.
Peak velocities during saccades has been measured up to nearly 900°/s [28] and
saccade durations range from 10 to 100 ms. Under the short period while a saccade
is carried out the visual system is "turned off" and it is believed to be caused by
a neuron process called saccadic suppression [23, 34]. This can be experienced by
looking at yourself in a mirror while trying to detect eye movement when perform-
ing a saccade [43]. A sequence of different fixations and saccades is referred as a
scanpath [50].

Another eye movement type that has a significant role when tracking gaze is the
so called smooth pursuit. It can be described as the eye movement that makes it
possible to follow a moving object with the gaze such that the object maintains its
position on the fovea. Smooth pursuit allows objects with a velocity up to 50-70°/s
to be viewed clearly [28]. When initiating a smooth pursuit movement it is often
preceded by a saccade which quickly brings the object into foveal vision and then the
smooth pursuit sets off with continuous eye movement in order to keep up with the
followed object’s velocity. In contrast to the saccade which both can be performed
voluntarily and involuntarily (in a reflexive manner) smooth pursuit can not be
performed voluntarily without visual stimuli (e.g. a moving object) [28, 37].

2.1.3 Eye tracking technology

Overall there are many different methodologies that can be used for tracking eye
movements, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. They can be split
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

up into two different categories of how they monitor eye movements, either the
methods are measuring the position of the eye relative to the head or they measure
where the POR is. The main widely used methods are based on techniques utilizing
electro-oculography, scleral contact lenses or video-oculography [34, 37].

The electro-oculography method was the most commonly used eye tracking
method during some decades starting roughly in 1950s and is still used in some
specific areas. The tracking is conducted with help from electrodes placed on the
skin around the eyes that can measure electric potential differences between the
cornea and the retina which can be mapped accordingly to specific eye movements.
These measured eye movements are relative to the head so it needs simultaneous
head tracking in order to measure the POR [9, 37]. The main advantages for this
method is that it is relatively inexpensive and does not rely on advanced technology.
But also that it is possible to track eye movements in darkness and even when the
eyes are closed which makes the method useful when for instance diagnosing sleep
disorders [9].

The scleral contact lens or so called search coil is considered one of the most
accurate techniques for measuring eye movements but it comes with a price; one
has to insert lenses that preferably covers both the cornea and the sclera (in order
to avoid slippage). The contact lenses contains a wire coil which can be measured
through an electromagnetic field induced from a cubelike frame in which the subject
has to have their head in during tracking [37]. In recent years Kimmel et al. [20]
made a comparison in performance between search coil method and a tracker based
on video-oculography. They showed that video-based techniques now more or less
have the same performance as the search coil technique.

The two methods mentioned above can be considered invasive especially the
latter one because it involves physical contact with the subject’s eyes. This can
be remedied by using trackers that uses video-oculography techniques. There are
many ways of tracking eye movements with video-based techniques which contrast
in different levels of performance and cost. Principally they rely on one or several
cameras, image processing technology and sometimes a directed light source in
order to measure eye movements. This can be done both offline and in real-time
with either remote or head mounted trackers.

There are a range of various features in the eye which some of these techniques
can track in order to determine the POR. Two of them are the pupil and the position
of the boundary between the sclera and the iris. The downside with just tracking
a single reference point is that the head has to be completely still to compute the
eyes’ POR [9, 37]. This can be accomplished with the help of a head/chin rest or
a bite bar with the risk of letting users feel restrained and uncomfortable which
can for instance have an impact on the result of a given assignment [8, 23]. By
having at least two ocular features when tracking eye movements this can all be
avoided because it makes it possible to isolate (to some degree) eye movements
from occasional head movements. A prominent method that takes advantage of
this is video-based tracking combined with pupil and corneal reflection (i.e. the
first Purkinje image which figure 2.1b illustrates). Corneal reflections are usually

8



2.1. EYE TRACKING

attained using infrared light sources and since these light sources together with
the camera are static, the position of the corneal reflection remains almost constant
during eye movements [9]. This allows the corneal reflections to be used as reference
points that can be compared with the pupil’s position in order to compute a gaze
vector. With proper calibration mapping this gaze vector to a viewing plane ensures
that the user’s POR can be properly tracked.

More recently the Communication by Gaze Interaction association (more known
as COGAIN [24]) delivered an up-to-date survey on how the current standard is
relating to different eye tracking methods [40]. The survey found among other things
that 10 out of 12 questioned eye tracker manufacturers used video-oculography
utilizing pupil centre and corneal reflection (PCCR) in their systems.

2.1.4 Gaze data quality
Having discussed several different eye tracking techniques, the focus will from now
only be related to video-based eye tracking methods. When you for instance conduct
an experiment or evaluate an application utilizing eye tracking one has to account
a plethora of different factors that could influence the outcome of the evaluation.
It is also vital to recognize these factors in order to interpret any result. There are
some terms which generally is relevant in these settings [19]:

• Accuracy is defined as the distance between the sampled gaze direction and
the true gaze direction. It is usually measured in degrees of visual angle.

• Precision is defined as the consistency of calculated gaze points when the true
gaze direction is constant.

• Latency is defined as difference in time between an eye movement and when
the eye tracker reports that movement.

• Lost data is defined as sampled data which is "marked" invalid by the eye
tracker due to failure of tracking the eye. This is the result of something
preventing the video camera of capturing a usable image of the eyes. Lost
data points are usually "marked" invalid by setting their coordinate to (0, 0).

Some elements of data quality is often determined by utilizing an artificial eye
which does not possess any movements which the human eye does. This makes
it easier to detect and measure potential system noise or error which different eye
trackers can inherit [19].

As mentioned earlier, factors that can influence data quality are numerous and
are mainly either biological or technological. Firstly much of the level of quality is
associated with the participant in question. They all have different eye physiology
and may or may not use corrective lenses in the form of contact lenses or glasses.
Other physical features like long eyelashes, mascara, droopy eyelids etc. could also
hinder valid eye recording [19]. And sometimes participants cannot be tracked at
all, even if conducted in laboratory settings [9, 21]
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Secondly the implementation of both the eye tracking hardware and software
has a substantial influence on data quality. For instance the resolution the video
camera, the sharpness of the captured images and the sampling frequency (i.e.
which rate it samples gaze points). Also relevant are the image analysis algorithms,
eye model and calibration the system uses. Another related thing that according
to Holmqvist et al. [19] could enhance the precision and accuracy of detecting and
labeling fixations is if data from both eyes are combined, which is only possible if
the system records binocularly.

Lastly the environmental aspect such as the light conditions where the eye track-
ing is conducted is an additional factor that has to be considered. A good illustration
of such a case is that the color and brightness of the background in the viewing plane
could influence the pupil size and that can in turn have an influence on the accuracy
[19].

These above mentioned factors are just a selection of what could influence data
quality and there are a great deal of intricate parameters that has to be dealt with
in order to make the best out of evaluations done with eye tracking.

2.2 Gaze interaction
There is a wide range of different kind of applications where gaze can be utilized.
Majaranta and Bulling [9] categorized gaze interaction applications into four dif-
ferent main groups: explicit eye input (command and control), attentive user in-
terfaces (eye-aware systems), gaze-based user modeling (activity recognition) and
passive eye monitoring (diagnostic applications). A common theme for all of these
groups except passive eye monitoring is being able to tell which object in the scene
the user’s attention is at. Techniques to solve this problem are called gaze-to-object
mapping techniques. Gaze-to-object mapping together with a relevant and closely
connected interaction namely gaze selection will be introduced in the two following
subsections.

2.2.1 Gaze selection

The selection task is a common but important task in 3D virtual environments [11,
45]. The first step of selecting an object is to target it, which is commonly modeled
using Fitts’ law [50]: ID = log2

(
D
W

)
. Where ID is called the index of difficulty, D is

the distance from the target from the starting point andW is the width of the target.
This has also been utilized in earlier studies relating to gaze pointing and selection
[22, 39, 44]. The variant of Fitts’ law used in these studies measured the mean
selection time which can be modeled with the equation MT = a + blog2

(
D
W + 1

)
[12, 30]. Where a and b are parameter constants determined with linear regression
[44].

Gaze-initiated selections by a user are often executed by either letting the user
manually press a button when she wants to select an object that she is looking at
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or by utilizing a dwell time. A dwell time is a duration that starts to count down
when a user focuses her gaze on a selectable object and when it expires activates a
selection. The duration of this dwell time could be quick e.g. 300 ms if the user is
experienced with the selection procedure or longer e.g. 1000 ms if inexperienced.
A too long dwell time can be exhausting and cause eye tiredness for the user. As
gaze-initiated selections mostly are connected to fixations, there is often some sort
of feedback (e.g. visual) both when the user is fixating on a target and when the
user has selected the target [9]. These are two ways of coping with the so called
Midas Touch problem [9, 34]. Which can be described in gaze interaction context
as the problem of accidentally selecting everything the user looks at if the gaze is
directly substituting a mouse pointing device.

As the gaze point position is given in 2D coordinates located on the viewing
plane, some technique has to be executed in order to extend the 2D screen space
point into 3D space. One of the simplest approaches to point at a 3D object in a 3D
virtual environments when for instance performing a selection, is to perform a ray
cast from the user into the 3D space [11]. This is essentially done by unprojecting
the 2D screen space point using the camera matrix both at the near plane and
the far plane, thereby creating a ray through 3D space. And the first object that
intersects with the ray is the one that will be selected or pointed at [42, 47, 48].
Intersections are generally determined by collision testing on one or more invisible
bounding volumes surrounding the object. These bounding volumes and intersection
test algorithms can be of various levels of complexity depending on the situation.
Thus depending on the implementation and the object geometry, more complex
intersection tests can be applied on underlying complex geometry on the object
[42]. The ray casting technique can also be applied for gaze-initiated selections and
targeting objects in 3D virtual environments [3, 35, 47].

When object pointing or selection is applied in 3D virtual environments there
arises other issues which tends to make these tasks more complex. For an intro-
ductory example of one of these problems, namely how to handle occlusions [13,
38], figure 2.2 is presented. In this example where the models only has one rough
collision volume each, the only way to select the teapot with the given viewing an-
gle utilizing the simple ray casting technique is to try to intersect with the part of
the teapot’s bounding volume where the spout sticks out. Which if gaze-initiated
might not be the most likely area to look at if gazing at the teapot. Then one also
have to account for jitter and inaccuracies related to natural eye movements and
eye tracking limitations.
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Figure 2.2: An example where the teapot is occluded by the dragon.
Rough convex collision volumes have been generated for each model in
Unreal Engine 4.

More of these problems connected to different scenarios in 3D virtual environments
are summarized in subsection 2.2.3.

With the complexity at hand there is also often useful information available
about objects in a 3D scene that can be can be used for increasing performance of
3D selection and pointing. One example of this information is the direction and
speed an object in motion has in the scene [14]. An extensive survey of different
state-of-the-art 3D object selection techniques was recently conducted by Argelaguet
and Andujar in 2013 [13]. Where they also analyze important aspects in this task
that could influence various approaches’ selection performance.

One closely related sub task to gaze-initiated selections is the procedure of map-
ping the user’s gaze to an object. Thus making the boundary between the pointing
and selection tasks not so distinct in relation to gaze-to-object mapping. The con-
cept of gaze-to-object mapping will be described in subsection 2.2.2.

2.2.2 Gaze-to-Object Mapping

Gaze-to-object mapping (GTOM) is the process of correlating the gaze to atten-
tional interactive objects and it can both be utilized in real-time applications or in
offline analysis. It has mostly been defined and used in 3D virtual environments [6,
14, 27, 31, 35, 36]. But it has also been applied and evaluated in 2D applications
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[17, 26].
As with gaze-initiated selection the ray casting technique is also considered to

be one of the common approaches to map gaze to 3D objects [6, 36]. It was applied
as early as 1990 by Starker and Bolt’s [47] in order to analyze the user’s visual
attention in a 3D scene. Which is one of the usage areas of GTOM methods, and it
can for instance be utilized by game designers in order to test their products during
development [16]. Another example of this was done by McDonnell et al. [31] where
they utilized GTOM in order identify salient body parts on 3D virtual characters.
GTOM methods could also be used for creating a gaze-contingent depth of field
effect [14]. There are some findings that suggests that a gaze-contingent depth of
field effect can increase the user’s immersion in 3D virtual environments [10, 25].

As an additional example, GTOM methods could also be applied as a means to
allow the user to perform a specific task. One demonstration of such an application
is "The frog game", which was presented by Vidal et al. [17]. The game was set in a
2D environment where a static frog was positioned in the center of the screen. The
user had the task to gaze on flies that were moving in random patterns based on
bézier curves. When the utilized GTOM method had mapped a specific fly object
for a duration of 300 ms the frog shot out its tongue and ate that fly. Another
example of a similar application but set in a 3D environment was proposed by
Mantiuk et al. [14]. Where the user controls a stationary turret with the task to
shoot down enemy space ships. The turret’s targeting is only controlled by the
use of recorded gaze data as game input. The camera follows the attended target
which relies on the applied GTOM method and mapped space ships’ information
like health and ship type is shown on the heads-up-display.

The research area is in its early stages and well established GTOM techniques
are scarce. There is also a need of more proper evaluations of GTOM methods [6,
16]. Evaluation of GTOM methods can be troublesome because PCCR eye trackers
are limited to only record where the gaze point is positioned, which might not
necessarily mean that it is the position where the user has her visual attention [6,
16].

Item buffer

A so called "item buffer" has earlier been utilized by several different GTOM meth-
ods [6, 27, 36]. The term item buffer was first coined by Weghorst et al. in 1984
[48] and it is a type of a G-buffer [46]. It contains information about where visible
objects are positioned pixel wise on the rendered image (i.e. screen space) [16].
This information is represented by an unique color that is assigned to each object
which acts as an identifier. Objects in the buffer are sorted by depth in the scene
so that only visible surfaces on objects are the ones that lies in the buffer. This al-
lows collision geometry representation that maps exceptionally closely to the visual
representation of the scene’s objects [48]. If transparent materials are used then
the item buffer has to take it into account in order to get proper depth order. This
is because some ways of rendering transparent materials depends on for instance
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depth peeling algorithms that can store multiple layers of depth [33]. See figure 2.3
for an example of an item buffer.

Figure 2.3: Example of a scene on the left and its item buffer containing
the teapot and the dragon rendered on the right.

The simplest GTOM while utilizing the item buffer is by just querying the item
buffer with a gaze point position from either a fixation or a smooth pursuit and
map to the object at that position in the buffer. This is similar to the ray casting
method mentioned earlier although the ray casting depends on intersection testing
algorithms which in turn depends on the object’s bounding volumes as described
earlier in subsection 2.2.1.

Related work about GTOM methods

To get some more insight in the research area, some of the more sophisticated
GTOM methods are reviewed here. In 2008 Sundstedt et al. [36] introduced a
novel GTOM method which was later termed as the "Foveal Sensor Density Model"
[16]. The basic idea is to model foveal vision. This is done by accumulating weights
during a fixation duration to objects according to Gaussian energy calculated from
the distance of the fixation point. An item buffer was utilized in order to assign
weights to objects according to where they are in screen space.

Mantiuk et al. [14] presented another novel technique in 2013 that took 3D
objects’ animated movement into account together with gaze data to predict the
attentional object. They showed that their technique were particularly effective for
tracking relatively small moving objects.

Bernard et al. [6] made a comprehensive evaluation in 2014 consisting of a
comparison between six different GTOM methods including the "Foveal Sensors
Density Model". Three of the evaluated methods were novel. They assessed these
methods in a set of 30 different 3D scenes with various scenarios like dynamic
viewpoint, occluded objects, dynamic objects et cetera. All the different GTOM
methods in their framework were integrated to utilize an item buffer containing
every object that were present in a scene.
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Although some of the GTOM methods have impractical computational com-
plexity in their "purest" form Bernhard et al. suggest several viable heuristics. One
of these heuristics is to use a downsampled item buffer instead of using full screen
resolution.

One pragmatic GTOM technique with a similar approach as the "Foveal Sensor
Density Model" is here termed "Ray Casting Shotgun". It is a GTOM method that
has been recommended by Tobii to be used in some games that have eye tracking
support. Its approach is basically to place a 2D Gaussian function over the gaze
point and then sample between three to six points depending on the implemen-
tation and then perform ray casts from these points into 3D space. The object
that get intersected by most of the rays is the one which is mapped to the gaze.
It is relatively simple and fast to implement which is often an important factor
when developing games. The method could be extended with several techniques for
increased performance.

A method developed at Tobii which can be used for GTOM is something called
Interactors and they are described next.

Interactors

The term Interactor1 in the context of the Tobii EyeX Engine, is defined as some-
thing the user can interact with using her eye gaze. The relevant type in this
project is the region-bound Interactor, more specifically the non-rectangular ones,
which will be referred as Interactors in this report. Its functionality is supported by
asynchronous queries and events sent between the application and the engine and
it allows gaze interaction of regions in 2D graphical user interfaces. The queries are
within an area where the gaze is positioned and all Interactors intersecting with the
query region are sent to the engine. When an Interactor is sent to the engine, trans-
ferred information is its minimum bounding box (min-widths [42]) and its weighted
stencil mask. The weighted stencil mask is a buffer containing the shape of the In-
teractor in question. And depending on the gaze position, events will either report
that a specific Interactor lost gaze focus or that another got gaze focus according
to algorithms in the engine.

Eye tracking hardware products currently supporting the use of the EyeX Engine
are limited to a few and the one targeted to developers is the EyeX Controller2.
The eye tracker is based on the PCCR technique as described in subsection 2.1.3.

The EyeX Engine is based on proprietary software and underlying algorithms
for mapping the gaze to specific Interactors are closed source and their functionality
can potentially change in newer versions of the engine.

1http://developer-files.tobii.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/
Developers-Guide-C-Cpp.pdf [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]

2http://www.tobii.com/xperience/products/ [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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2.2.3 Evaluation scenarios

When it comes to scenes in virtual environments where users can interact with var-
ious objects there is a plethora of different sets of properties and scenarios that can
be experienced. Some can have more of an impact on the GTOM performance than
others. Therefore some independent variables and properties in scenes that could
be important and how they can be controlled in experiments are summarized in this
subsection. Some examples are for instance if the viewpoint is static or dynamic,
what kind of shapes and size interactable objects have et cetera. Many of these sets
are correlated to each other, and this will be more apparent when described below.
Thus in this subsection some of the general properties and scenarios are reviewed
in order to get an adequate overview. Since the object selection and pointing task
can be applied by the help of GTOM [14, 17, 22, 26] some examples of evaluation
scenarios are referred to that kind of research.

Viewpoint

One of the main properties of a 3D scene that has a substantial impact on how it
is perceived is what projection mode the camera has. Which among other things
were noted by Bernhard et al. [27] in a study where they utilized GTOM in a 3D
perspective first-person shooter game for analyzing visual attention. In a related
study Sundstedt et al. [36] also used a 3D scene with perspective projection although
the viewpoint had a "fixed bird’s-eye view" which allowed all the visual content to
be viewable at the same time.

Another relevant property of the viewpoint is if it is in motion, either controlled
by the user as in [27] or moving along a fixed path as in Mantiuk et al. scenes [14].
Important factors connected to this can for instance be its movement pattern and
if it has dynamic or constant movement speed. Which can influence how objects
in the scene are perceived. If the viewing angle is changed it is likely that objects’
shape and size is affected. The distance between the viewpoint and the object is
also an influential factor. In Bernard et al. more recent study [6] many of these
different properties like a static viewpoint, motion with constant speed and motion
with various speed along fixed path were presented in their scenes in where they
evaluated GTOM methods.

Additionally, if the viewpoint is static, moving objects could have a similar effect
to how objects are perceived as if the viewpoint was moving and the objects were
static. Thus the position and rotation on the viewpoint related to objects could
also influence how they are perceived when projected to screen space.

Object shape

An object’s shape is a factor that could be important and in most scenes it can
be controlled. As mentioned earlier when discussing gaze selection and GTOM
(subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), objects primitive bounding volumes are often used
when testing intersections in 3D space and these have to be closely bound to the
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objects visual geometry in order to get accurate mappings [35]. Much of this is
based on how the objects’ bounding volumes are implemented as they are often
precomputed and not created during run time. They are also generally used in
order to "early out" before potentially applying more expensive intersection tests
[42]. An example how objects can be defined is in the work of McDonnell et al. [31],
where each virtual character’s mesh was divided into 14 body parts that acted as
objects. And these were the ones that the gaze was mapped to in their experiment.

Where instead Bernard et al. [6] had a wide mixture of various types of objects
like cars, space ships, paintings, vases, chess pawns et cetera which was used in
gamelike environments. And by utilizing an item buffer that contained every scene
object, they could apply GTOM methods with high quality shapes on objects in
screen space without using usual 3D intersection techniques.

Simple and compact geometric object shapes have been utilized in several object
selection, pointing and GTOM evaluations. A pick of these shapes in 2D evaluations
are circles [17], squares [26], rectangles [22, 39], letters and words [26]. For the
example evaluations in 3D, these shapes were cubes [18, 36, 38] and spheres [14, 15,
18, 32, 36].

Situations where it can be more difficult to control an object’s screen space shape
is when it is either partially occluded by other objects or that only some parts of the
object is inside the camera’s field of view (FOV). Another factor that could have
an impact on their visible shape, and are also described in the previous section, is
the rotation of the object and its shape relative to the camera’s FOV.

Object size

Objects’ size in screen space can have a significant impact because some GTOM
methods are more biased to map objects that covers a larger portion of the screen
[6]. If objects instead are very small, some GTOM techniques like the ray casting
method would likely have a problem to map the gaze to those objects [16].

A visible object’s size can for instance be influenced by the distance between
the camera and an object. And if this changes dynamically the object’s projected
size would also change. An example of this scenario is some of the dynamic scenes
presented in [6, 14]. Where Mantiuk et al. [14] controlled this by letting both the
camera and the objects move in predetermined paths and a visual marker on specific
objects instructed participants in the experiment to gaze at them in order to sample
data in a structured manner. Another way of controlling this factor is to have a
fixed distance from the camera and the objects like Sundstedt et al. [36].

Even though an object’s size is set to a fixed size in 3D space and have a constant
distance between the camera, its size also depends on several other factors. For
instance, the pixel pitch of the monitor used, the camera’s FOV if a perspective
projection mode is used and then the participant’s distance from the viewing plane.
Which should be taken into consideration if objects size is to be an independent
variable.
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Number of objects (Count)

The number of objects in a scene can correlate with several of the other mentioned
factors like occlusion, shape or object density. In some controlled experiments
evaluating object selection, pointing or GTOM techniques the count was constant
within a 2D or 3D area while the camera was static [15, 22, 26, 36]. But taking object
or camera movement into account, a constant number of objects could effectively
vary due change of object visibility. Which can be relevant if some of the objects
are exiting or entering the camera’s FOV or occluding each other.

Object movement

The movement speed of an object on the viewing plane is also a significant factor
when performing GTOM [6]. There are several aspects that can influence how
objects’ motion is perceived and how well the gaze point is synchronized with the
movement. To name a few of these: one has to consider the frame rate of the
application in question, the refresh rate on the monitor, sample rate and latency of
eye tracker [16, 19].

One approach to manage this movement factor is to evaluate in a 2D application
as Vidal et al. [17]. Where their objects had a fixed size and a fixed movement speed
(measured in pixel per second). They also evaluated with three different movement
patterns: linear, circular and random bézier curves.

Another approach in a 3D scene is to have fixed animation paths for every
object like in the evaluation by Mantiuk et al. [14]. As mentioned under the
object size section, to get reliable data they instructed the participants in their user
study to follow a visual marker that was positioned at wanted attentional targets.
The marker changed position by "jumping" between objects that were in different
conditions. For instance at various depth, moving behind occluding objects for short
amount of times and jumped from background to foreground objects. This in order
to cause saccades and stimulate smooth pursuits.

As mentioned in the viewpoint section the perceived motion of objects could
also be connected to potential motion of the camera.

Object occlusion

Occlusion is a frequent factor in uncontrolled 3D environments which tend to make
selection tasks complex [13]. It is thus conceivable that the GTOM procedure would
be more challenging.

The visual geometry of complex shaped objects in games are often substituted
by simpler representations for collision detection [42]. Which allows objects to
"occlude" each other even though it does not seem like it. This can be illustrated by
looking at the center of the teapot in the occlusion figure example (see figure 2.2).
If the simple ray casting GTOM method is applied when doing this, it is likely that
the dragon object will mapped to the gaze.
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Bernard et al. [6] utilized an item buffer to test GTOM methods with this factor
present. They had created scenes similar to those in games where all the GTOM
was exposed to the same occlusion conditions. The experiment procedure was to
let participants first look at the wanted attentional object and then present them
with the created scene. Where they were tasked to perform a visual search for that
specific object. Instantly after the scene they were instructed to put a circle on a
black screen at the position where they saw the object (if they saw it). This in
order to validate that they found and looked at the correct target. Which allowed
access to a data set containing the ground-truth for evaluating the different GTOM
methods.

Another way to counter this factor in a more controlled but limited way was done
by Stellmach and Dachselt [22]. The scenario was presented in a 2D application
where several static objects were overlapping each other by a proportion. Almost
the same type of approach was done by Vanacken et al. [38], but in a 3D application.
In this study, objects were placed in a stairlike formation overlapping each other in
a similar way as Stellmach and Dachselt.

As mentioned earlier, objects different levels of occlusion can be associated with
the number of objects on the screen, their size, shape movement et cetera.

Object spacing

Controlling object density to maintain a specific inter-distance between them can be
challenging due to correlation with many factors (e.g. camera and object motion).
Cashion et al. [18] approach for this was to create five different scenarios with
different levels of density (low to high density) and motion (no to high motion).
Where the participant was presented with these scenes and instructed to select one
uniquely colored object.

Stellmach and Dachselt [22], Špakov’s [26] and Ashmore et al. [39] controlled this
factor in their separate experiments (in 2D) by placing objects in a grid. They had
no motion in their applications so objects’ spacing was explicit with the exception
that the selection technique Ashmore et al. presented manipulated this factor by a
fisheye lens visualization.

Another strategy in a study by Vanacken et al. [32] was to surround the target
object with six other objects. The distance between the target object and the other
objects was one of the discrete parameters in their test application.

Object shape change

This factor can be difficult to distinguish from the other mentioned factors which
in turn complicates how to use it in a controlled manner. One could portray this
factor with the example of an animated object whose animation changes the object’s
visible geometry such that its shape change or bounding volumes moves. Another
type of this factor is that an objects projected shape changes if seen from a different
view, which can for instance be caused by rotation of the object or movement of
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the viewpoint as mentioned above in the viewpoint and object shape sections. One
example of this is in one of the scenes presented by Mantiuk et al. [14] Where the
camera orbited around the Stanford dragon which effectively changed its shape on
the projected plane.

If some object occludes another object in some way (e.g. moves in front) the
latter object’s shape will implicitly change. An example of this type of object shape
change is in one of the occlusion scenes by [6] where the camera moves sideways
along a fixed path in a room filled with static objects such that they occlude each
other differently each frame.

Overview of scenarios

Table 2.1 summarizes the factors considered in earlier sections. The first column de-
notes the referred research relating to different evaluation scenarios. The viewpoint
column first declares if the application was in 2D or 3D and the utilized projection
mode (if not 2D), and lastly if the viewpoint was static or dynamic. Next column
summarizes the different object shapes but most of the referred studies did not state
what collision types they used. With the exception of the GTOM methods utilizing
an item buffer where collision volumes does not matter. The keyword "Various"
means that it was not explicitly controlled, while the keyword "Discrete" means
that it was a parameter and Constant" means that it did not change explicitly. The
movement column refers to if objects in the scene were static or had motion. In the
last column the "Implicit" keyword means that objects’ shapes were altered in some
way but implicitly as mentioned when describing the object shape change factor.
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NTable 2.1: A summary of a small survey of different scenario proper-
ties where GTOM methods, object selection and pointing techniques have
been evaluated. The left column is divided into two approximate groups:
GTOM, gaze selection and 2D/3D object selection with some sort of point-
ing device.

Viewpoint Shape Size Count Movement Occlusion Spacing Shape change
Bernhard et al. [6] 3D Perspective, Static/Dynamic Various Various Various Static/Dynamic None/Various Various Implicit
Mantiuk et al. [14] 3D Perspective, Dynamic Sphere/Stanford dragon Constant Various Static/Dynamic Various Various Implicit
Vidal et al. [17] 2D, Static Circle Constant Discrete Discrete None Discrete -
Špakov [26] 2D, Static Letters/Words/Square Discrete Constant Static None Constant -
Sundstedt et al. [36] 3D Perspective, Static Cube/Sphere Constant Constant Dynamic None Various -
Ashmore et al. [39] 2D, Static Rectangles Constant Constant Static None Constant Implicit
Ortega [15] 3D/3D Stereoscopic Perspective, Static Sphere Constant Constant Dynamic Various Various Implicit
Stellmach and Dachselt [22] 2D, Static Square/Rectangle Discrete Discrete Static None/Discrete Discrete -
Cashion et al. [18] 3D Perspective, Static Cube, Sphere etc. Various Various Static/Dynamic None/Various Various Implicit
Vanacken et al. [32] 3D Stereoscopic Perspective, Static Sphere Various Various Static None/Full Discrete -
Vanacken et al. [38] 3D Perspective, Static Cube Constant Constant Static Constant Various -
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter describes the proposed method and how it was applied in detail. The
chapter begins with outlining some necessary prerequisites which were the main
instruments for the evaluation. This is followed by specifying the GTOM methods
including the Interactor approach and how they were implemented. And lastly, how
these methods were evaluated in order to satisfy the degree project’s objective.

3.1 Prerequisites
This section presents motivation behind the utilized components which was funda-
mental for the methodology in question.

3.1.1 Gaze data

Since this degree project is carried out at Tobii and one of the GTOM methods,
namely the Interactor approach is only currently supported by the EyeX Engine
the choice of eye tracker hardware to use in the evaluation is evident. The EyeX
Controller was selected among these.

The eye tracker is of a consumer grade quality and is intended for interaction
in a desktop environment or in a gaming environment. So to increase the chance
of obtaining meaningful data from the evaluation several aspects have to be taken
into account. There is also no official information about the eye trackers precision
or accuracy1 so ways of minimizing errors connected to this is vital. Also other
technical limitations like optimal operating distance from the user, head tracking
box size, latency and gaze data sample rate are important factors when designing the
evaluation and later on interpreting the results. As mentioned in the eye tracker’s
specification its gaze data sample rate is > 60 Hz and has some fluctuations. This
and potential lost data (see section 2.1.4) also need to be considered when analyzing
the result.

1http://www.tobii.com/xperience/products/#Specification [Online; accessed 06-June-
2016]
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Then there is the aspect on how the processing of the gaze data is done before
applying the GTOM methods. The EyeX Engine currently provides two differ-
ent gaze data streams for obtaining gaze point positions and one data stream for
fixations2. The first stream performs no filtering in the engine except removal of
potential invalid data points and it also averages gaze points from both eyes. The
second stream performs some filtering in order to stabilize the gaze points and re-
move potential noise. Then the third stream provides fixations with the two options
of either being "sensitive" or "slow". And there is currently no support for smooth
pursuit filtering in the EyeX Engine.

When performing GTOM one would prefer to utilize data from detected fixations
and smooth pursuits eye movements [6, 14, 36]. Mostly in order to be relatively
sure to only perform various interactions when the user is gazing on a specific object
and not performing a saccade.

The above mentioned streams that does more sophisticated processing on the
gaze data recorded by the eye tracker are using undisclosed algorithms. Which could
obfuscate how well the GTOM methods performs but also making it impossible to
do adjustments in the filters’ implementations if needed. That coupled with the
lack of smooth pursuit filters to take advantage of from the engine resulted in the
choice to only utilize the unfiltered gaze data stream in this project’s evaluation.
By doing this the level of reproducibility of the evaluation could potentially increase
but also perhaps making it more clear to apprehend the basic performance of the
eye tracker in question and its limitations. And implementing various filters for
classifying eye movements is beyond the scope of this project so in order to perform
a fair evaluation between the GTOM methods the design of the test environment
also have to take this into consideration. A reasonable approach to counter this
issue is described in section 3.3.

3.1.2 Unreal Engine

For allowing us to evaluate different GTOM methods in a 3D virtual environment
the choice was made to develop this environment in Unreal Engine3. It is a versa-
tile and frequently updated game engine developed by Epic Games. The motivation
behind this choice is firstly that the game engine is developed under an open source
model. This makes it possible to both do potentially changes inside the engine if
needed but also enables a transparency on how specific components and algorithms
are implemented. Secondly it has a feature implemented for supporting an item
buffer using a so called custom depth/stencil buffer which is essential for evaluating
the Interactor variant in question. Lastly there is an open sourced EyeX plugin4

available for Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) (which is the current release of Unreal Engine).
This plugin simplifies the integration between the EyeX Engine’s desktop environ-

2http://developer-files.tobii.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/
Developers-Guide-C-Cpp.pdf [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]

3https://www.unrealengine.com/ [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
4https://github.com/TobiiTechnology/EyeXforUE4 [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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ment and the game engine’s environment. The current version of the plugin only
covers a subset of the EyeX Engine’s application programming interface5 (API).
Therefore some modifications were made such as added DLL hooks into the used
C++ software development kit for needed functionality from the API in order to
utilize the Interactor type in question. For detailed information of what specific
versions of UE4 and the EyeX UE4 plugin used see appendix A.

3.2 Compared GTOM methods

In this section the selected GTOM methods including the Interactor approach are
presented together with a brief explanation of how they were implemented. These
two other GTOMmethods will be referred as Ray Casting and Ray Casting Shotgun
and will be compared against the Interactors method. The Ray Casting method
was chosen as a baseline technique which other GTOM methods should outperform
in most cases. The Ray Casting Shotgun variant used was selected as it is an
approximation of a method that you might find in industry applications. And it is
also an attempt at making a well-performing and computationally "cheap" GTOM
technique. But there are several things that could be added to this method in order
to improve performance.

As mentioned in subsection 3.1.1 the utilized gaze data comes from the unfiltered
gaze stream and no eye movement detection filters are applied. Thus both the ray
casting methods are supplied with individually recorded gaze points.

3.2.1 Ray Casting

One trivial but yet efficient and easy accessible GTOM technique is Ray Casting
(RC) which was explained in subsection 2.2.2. It was outlined that the technique
earlier has been utilized in several GTOM evaluations thus making it applicable for
getting a good reference point when evaluating the Interactor approach.

When given a gaze point, a single ray cast (i.e. SingleLineTrace6) is traced
from the 2D gaze point coordinate into 3D space and the first object that it intersects
with is mapped. The ray cast is performed within a separate collision channel
containing only the spawned objects in the test environment.

The item buffer was not utilized when performed either of the ray casting meth-
ods. The reason behind this was to generalize the implementation because ray
casting functionality with accurate 3D intersection is normally supported by game
engines.

5https://github.com/TobiiTechnology/EyeXforUE4/blob/master/Developers_Guide.md
[Online; accessed 06-June-2016]

6https://docs.unrealengine.com/latest/INT/Gameplay/HowTo/UseRaycasts/Blueprints/
#singlelinetrace [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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3.2.2 Ray Casting Shotgun
The second GTOM method that will be compared against the Interactor approach
is as RC also based on ray casting. The method is an adaptation of the Ray Casting
Shotgun (RCS) which was discussed in subsection 2.2.2. When applied at a given
frame it is given the exact same gaze point data as the RC method above. It will
then perform six random ray casts within an approximated circle with the given
gaze point as its center point. Thus modeling the foveal vision.

With a simplification of the visual angle which is also influenced by the user’s
viewing angle and head position we assume a foveal vision area within a constant
circle with diameter 2° (D = 600 mm) [16]. With the given pixel pitch (pp) we can
calculate this circle radius in pixels (cpx) from equation 2.1

cpx = 0.5× 2× D

pp
× tan

(2°
2

)
With the later on utilized pp = 0.233 mm (see appendix A) the diameter of the
RCS circle resulted in approximately 45 pixels ≈ 21 mm. Two uniformly distributed
floating-points values a, b ∈ [0, 1] were used for each of the six RCS points per frame
where the ray casts will originate from.

r = a× cpx

θ = b× 2π
RCSx = xgazepoint + rcos(θ)
RCSy = ygazepoint + rsin(θ)

Making shotgun points more biased to the center [1] which is the gaze point’s
position but also taking into account the foveal vision area as described in subsection
2.1.1. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the RCS spread can look like. Where the center
point (squares) visualizes the given gaze point and the white dots are the RCS
points.

Figure 3.1: Example of RCS spread with four different static gaze points.
The small squares in the center of each circle are gaze points while the
white dots are generated RCS points. From the left N = 6, N = 36,
N = 216 and N = 1296.
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3.2.3 Interactors

The research question is to evaluate Interactors in 3D environments and the pro-
posed way to do so is by taking advantage of an item buffer. As described in
subsection 2.2.2, Interactors are mostly used in 2D graphical user interfaces which
can make the transition to 3D troublesome. By utilizing an item buffer, exact Inter-
actor masks could be created by extracting individual objects shapes from the buffer
thus making it more applicable in 3D virtual environments. Effectively making an
Interactor act like a sort of extension for each object in order decide if the user is
looking at it. How the item buffer was created is described in subsection 3.3.2.

The core functionality of the Interactors method is provided by the EyeX Engine
but currently not all the API’s functionalities are provided by the Unreal EyeX
plugin. The plugin was therefore modified in order to get the desired functionality as
described in the software development kit’s guide7. To get more detailed information
about used software versions and such see appendix A.

In order to produce Interactor masks and their minimal bounding boxes the
whole item buffer is scanned after each rendered frame. The image is segmented
into individual masks and bounding boxes is created for each unique object. When
the engine queries an area of the screen according to the user’s gaze position, the
bounding boxes which intersects with this query region are the ones to be considered
as potential targets. Interactors are created from these targets with their item buffer
identifier, individual masks (converted into weighted stencil masks) and bounds.
Interactors’ GazeAwareMode is set to normal which in the documentation is described
as "The interactor will get a gaze aware event when the engine considers the user
to intentionally look at it.". More in-depth details on how to create Interactors
and handle gaze awareness events is described in the developer guide. During an
object sample the currently mapped object is recorded (see subsection 3.3.1 for the
sampling procedure).

To run the test application with a stable frame rate of 60 frames per second half
resolution masks are used. This is done by first down sampling the rendered buffer
with step size 2 as proposed by [6] before creating masks. An assumption was made
that using half resolution masks would not have a severe impact on the Interactors’
performance. See figure 3.2 for an illustrative comparison between two objects, the
left one in full resolution and the right one downsampled into half the resolution.

7http://developer-files.tobii.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/
Developers-Guide-C-Cpp.pdf [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of two greatly enlarged screenshots of buffer and
mask from cone objects that are rendered with orthographic projection
and are actually 0.5 cm in diameter on the screen if zoomed out. The
left cone is in full resolution from the stencil buffer and the right cone is
downsampled into half the resolution.

3.3 Test environment

To the best of this author’s knowledge, the Interactor method has not yet been
officially evaluated, especially not in 3D virtual environments with the use of an item
buffer in order to create accurate 2D masks of 3D objects. Therefore effort was made
to isolate some of the more fundamental independent variables mentioned in section
2.2.3 which impact could be measured when applying all the GTOM methods. But
at the same time also recognize and include scenarios where the Interactor approach
could show potential compared to the other two techniques. The test application
that was implemented focused on three different scene types: static, occlusion, and
movement scenes. The static scenes can vary over object shape, object size and
spacing between objects with no occlusion present. In the static scene type objects
are placed over a rectangular grid as in [22, 26, 39].

The occlusion scenes on the other hand can only vary over object shape and
object size. Objects in the occlusion scene type are placed in a stairlike formation
with overlapping objects similarly as in [22, 38].

The movement scenes can vary over object shape, object size and movement
speed. In this scene type, one single object is placed on either the left or the right
edge on the grid mentioned above. During object sampling from this scene type,
the object will with a constant speed (specified by the speed parameter) move in a
horizontal path along the screen.

Table 3.1 highlights the chosen scene properties for the test environment and it
is based on the small survey’s table 2.1 in subsection 2.2.3.
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Table 3.1: Overview of evaluation scenarios.

Viewpoint Shape Size Count Movement Occlusion Spacing Shape change
3D Perspective/Orthographic, Static Cube, Sphere, Cone Discrete Various Static/Dynamic None/Constant Discrete -

As in the majority of the studies mentioned in table 2.1, the choice was made
to have a static viewpoint as in [36]. One parameter for two different projection
modes was used: orthographic projection mode and perspective projection mode
with 90 degrees FOV. The orthographic projection mode was used in the static
and movement scenes as it would allow for more accurate settings on size, spacing
and speed settings. As one centimeter equals one Unreal Unit8 in UE4, setting
these parameters precise in scenes is a straightforward procedure. For the occlusion
scenes perspective projection mode was chosen in order to get a proper impression
of depth together with shadows in the scene. This would otherwise be suppressed
with the orthographic projection mode. As seen in table 2.1 the object shapes cube
and sphere are frequently used geometric shapes in this kind of evaluations. The
cone shape was also selected in order to highlight potential strengths or weaknesses
when objects cover a less percentage of the viewing plane compared to for instance
a cube with the same dimensions. The size parameter is set by a discrete range with
discrete step size and it is the size in the object’s diameter which is set. Details how
object were scaled accordingly is described in scenes’ respective subsections. The
count of different objects in a static scene depends on how many objects that can
be placed on the grid relative to size and spacing parameters. This was due to the
design of the scene type and limitations in the utilized item buffer which is described
in subsection 3.3.2. In occlusion scenes the number of objects both depends on the
depth of the stair which in turn depends on how many objects that can be placed
inside the width of the grid. The movements scenes only contain one single object.
Movement will only occur in the movement scene type and its speed parameter can
vary in a discrete range with a discrete step size. There will not take place any
occlusion in either the static or the movement scenes as it will only appear in the
occlusion scene type. Where occlusion will be fixed with overlapping from the edge
of objects in front. This is illustrated in figure 3.5. The spacing parameter can vary
between a discrete range with a discrete step size and it will only be set in static
scenes. The shape change parameter was omitted.

In the study by Vanacken et al. 2009 [32] their independent variables ranged
from selection technique, density spacing (discrete range with discrete step size),
visibility condition (visible, occluded) and target size (discrete range with discrete
step size). They resorted to procedurally generate scenes according to these pa-
rameters and the same approach was applied in this project. This in order produce
enough scenes to find thresholds where the different GTOM methods are failing
with relatively exactness.

A master seed can be set to ensure deterministic behavior in both how the

8https://docs.unrealengine.com/latest/INT/Platforms/VR/ContentSetup/index.html#
vrworldscale [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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scenes are generated but also which objects and in what order they are sampled.
This procedure together with the later mentioned sampling procedure enables a well-
controlled experiment environment with fewer risks of introducing bias. Generation
of scenes was also done for opening up the possibility to extend the test application
further in the future with more dimensions of scene parameters but also adding
more GTOM methods to evaluate.

As mentioned in subsection 3.1.1 no specific gaze data filters are applied on the
recorded gaze data. So in order to be sure that GTOM methods are applied during
either fixations or smooth pursuits, the user will have to make an active choice to
"initiate" the scenario so that we know that these eye movements will occur. The
sample procedure when applying the GTOM methods was designed in such a way
that the need of classifying and filtering gaze data into fixations, saccades or smooth
pursuits was avoidable. This is described in more detail in subsection 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Sampling procedure

When a scene starts the application pauses frame updates for scene objects and
randomly select an object in the scene. This object will get magenta-colored so
that it attracts the user’s attention and we will refer this selected object as the
salient object. During an object sample the salient object is the "correct" object
which the GTOM methods should map to. It is the user that decides when this
object sampling should start much like the procedure of a participant-controlled
calibration, where a participant deliberately press a key when she is certain to be
gazing on a calibration target. By letting the user make an active choice when
they are looking at a target object, it makes it more likely to get higher gaze data
quality [21]. So when the user is sure to be looking at the salient object she presses
a key on the keyboard (the space bar was used in the user study) and the sampling
procedure commences and frame updates are unpaused. The duration of an object
sampling is set to a time interval composed by number of rendered frames in the
test application. So for every frame during this sampling, every GTOM method is
applied with the given gaze data and their respective mappings of scene objects are
recorded. There is no visual feedback when any of the GTOM methods maps to an
object. When the sampling duration ends the test application changes to another
scene and the sampling procedure repeats itself.

In static scenes no objects on the edge of the spawn grid can be randomly
selected as salient objects to ensure that they are surrounded by other objects. And
in occlusion scenes no front objects in the stair formation can be selected as a salient
object because they are not occluded. The gaze data sampled from these scenes is
very likely to be fixations if the user follows the instructions which in turn provides
gaze points that belongs to fixations when applying the GTOM methods. While
in the movement scenes there is only one object in the scene which starts to move
when the user presses the key. There is a 200 ms delay before object sampling
starts in order to apply the GTOM with gaze data from a smooth pursuit. This
is because there is a delay of between approximately 100-200 ms before the eyes
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initiates smooth pursuit after obtaining a moving target [28].
Every gaze point provided by the eye tracker during an object sample is also

recorded. Due to the sample rate (> 60 Hz) of the eye tracker as mentioned in
subsection 3.1.1, some of the provided gaze points are "old". Old in the sense that
the eye tracker has not had time or could not sample and calculate a new gaze point
for every frame in the object sample. Thus the number of unique gaze points that
are provided by the eye tracker during the object sample are also recorded. This was
done by comparing the values of the gaze point coordinates because the timestamps
for some gaze points could be identical even if their coordinates were different.
Knowing the number of unique gaze points can be meaningful when interpreting
performance of the GTOM methods. Because if the number is low the methods will
try to map to an old position where for instance a moving target could have moved
away from.

3.3.2 Item buffer

The utilized item buffer was created by using UE4’s custom depth/stencil buffer
where objects in the scene could be assigned a unique identifier as described in
subsection 2.2.2. This custom stencil buffer is to some degree limited and is currently
only supporting values of one byte thus objects in this test application is limited to
an identifier range between [0, 255]. This limitation was taken into account when
scaling the spawn grid which in turn reflected on the number of objects the static
scenes could contain. This will be described in more detail in subsection 3.3.3.

Unlike [6, 16] which includes every scene object in the item buffer we decided to
exclude the background floor and only include the spawned scene objects. This can
be motivated by for instance that large objects like a skybox or the ground is not
usually interactable. Thus every spawned object was assigned a unique identifier
[1, 255] which acted as its color in the buffer.

To enable the buffer a flag was set (CustomDepth=3) in the engine’s configuration
file. Item buffer rendering was enabled on objects by utilizing the SetRenderCustomDepth
and SetCustomDepthStencilValue methods on the objects’ PrimitiveComponent9.

In order to get access to the item buffer when it was in a valid state the method
RegisterOverlayRenderDelegate10 was used on the public IRendererModule in-
terface. This to register a PostOpaqueRenderDelegate where both the buffer could
be copied and Interactor masks could be created as described in subsection 3.2.3.

3.3.3 Scenes

This subsection will describe the utilized shapes and the different scenes in more
detail.

9https://docs.unrealengine.com/latest/INT/API/Runtime/Engine/Components/
UPrimitiveComponent/index.html [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]

10https://docs.unrealengine.com/latest/INT/API/Runtime/Renderer/IRendererModule/
RegisterOverlayRenderDelegate/index.html [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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Objects

The object shapes that will be used in each scene type are limited to a set three
basic but common geometric shapes: a cube, a sphere and a cone. As seen in table
2.1 sphere and cube shapes are recurring from earlier GTOM and object selection
studies. The cone was chosen in order to evaluate with a shape that covers the screen
less than the other two shapes. The three objects’ 3D models have the same size
in all dimensions. Which simplifies the scaling of objects in both the orthographic
and perspective projection modes.

The objects were given mesh colliders to ensure the most accurate type of colli-
sion testing when using the ray casting methods. And also that their explicit visual
shapes will be equivalent to their shapes in the item buffer in order to get a simi-
lar collision testing condition between the ray casting methods and the Interactor
approach.

All the objects have the same non-transparent mesh material and some normal
mapping was added for simulating visual depth when the orthographic projection
was used. This was mainly only effective for sphere and cone as seen in figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The top of the figure contains the different objects seen in
perspective projection mode and in the bottom as seen in orthographic
projection mode.

Static scenes

The approach in the static scene type was to have a non-overlapping grid of objects
utilizing the orthographic camera projection. Which is very similar to what [22, 26,
39] did in their experiments as seen in table 2.1. Their applications were made in
2D and with orthographic projection the grid will be visualized as in 2D although
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it is in a 3D scene.
Objects are spawned inside an rectangle area with top left position at screen

resolution (width
2 , height

2 ) and bottom right position (3×width
4 , 3×height

4 ). This was to
minimize tracking inaccuracies that can occur on the edges of the viewing plane.
Which is analogous to what Bernhard et al. [27] did in their study in 2010. Only
non-edge objects could be selected as the salient object in order to have the spacing
specified surrounding the object.

To counter the limitation of only being able to assign 255 unique identifiers in
the item buffer, the spawn grid was scaled down until object count was ≤ 255. For
examples of the static scene type see figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Examples of static scenes generated with all the different
shapes and size 2.5 cm. Left column with 0 cm spacing and right column
with 1 cm spacing. The salient object to be gazed upon is shown with a
different color than the other objects.

Occlusion scenes

The design of the occlusion scene type was inspired by two studies mentioned in
table 2.1 with similar approaches. Stellmach and Dachselt [22] "Task 2" simulating
overlapping icons on a 2D desktop and Vanacken et al. [38] 3D scene with cubes
in stairlike formations. As seen in figure 3.5 the occlusion scenes comprise of two
stairlike formations of objects centered in the screen. Objects are only partially
occluded by approximately half the width of an overlapping object with the same
shape. The two front objects can never be selected as salient objects to ensure that
object sampling from these scenes always are from an occluded object.
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Figure 3.5: Examples of three occlusion scenes generated with all the
different shapes and with an approximately size of 2.5 cm in diameter.
The salient object to be gazed upon is shown with a different color than
the other objects.

As seen in figure 3.5 and stated in section 3.3 the camera in these scenes uses the
perspective projection mode with 90 degrees FOV. This in order to get a sense of
depth. But to scale objects into the input size the cameras FOV and the distance
from the object need to be taken into account. As mentioned earlier in this subsec-
tion the objects’ 3D models all have the same size in all dimensions thus making it
applicable to approximately scale according to their bounding sphere volume. Be-
fore positioning objects in the stair formation they are scaled from the center of the
screen position by first calculating the object’s approximate radius (ScreenRadius)
in screen space in centimeters:

ScreenRadius =
(

BoundingRadius
tan(CamF ov)×DistanceF romCam

)
× 0.5× ScreenHeight× PixelP itch

where BoundingRadius is the bounding sphere’s radius in Unreal Units (UU),
ScreenHeight the screen height in pixels, DistanceFromCam is the distance from
the object to the scene camera in UU, the PixelP itch is in centimeters. Which is
then used for calculating the object’s new scene scale

̂NewScale = InputRadius

ScreenRadius

where ̂NewScale is set as the object’s 3D scale and InputRadius is the half the
input scene parameter size in centimeters. Thus objects’ screen size in occlusion
scenes is an approximation of the scene parameters’ size parameter.

Movement scenes

In the movement scene type the camera’s projection mode is also in orthographic
as in the static scene type. Every generated scene contains a single object which
is randomly spawned on either the left or the right edge on the spawn grid with
a movement direction left or right depending on the spawn position. Its vertical
position on the edge is also randomly set. This in order to reduce repetitiveness
and potential bias in the object sampling procedure.
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When a user activates the object sampling, the salient object starts to move with
a constant speed with a linear movement pattern along the horizontal axis similar
as in [17]. The test application was designed to run at stable 60 fps and with
orthographic projection the movement speed can be set accurately by multiplying
with the delta time, which is the duration in seconds between frames11. The object’s
position is set every frame by this calculation

̂Positionnew = ̂Positioncurrent +DeltaSeconds× Speed× ̂Direction

where Speed is in cm/s. A typical movement scene with explanatory symbols is
shown in figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Example of a movement scene generated with cube shaped
objects and with size 3.5 cm in diameter. The bars are added to the figure
to visualize potential spawn positions on objects. The arrow visualizes the
direction in which the object will move in. The direction is inverted if the
object is spawned on the left side.

3.4 Performance measurements
The performance measurements utilized for evaluating the GTOM methods are the
quantitative metrics success rate, error rate and error frequency. These measure-
ments were found appropriate in order to get an objective overview of how accurate
the Interactor approach is in comparison to the other two methods. The measure-
ments have also been used in earlier performed GTOM evaluations.

The success rate in this evaluation is the number of frames where a GTOM
method correctly maps to the salient object normalized by the object sampling
duration. Which is in line of how this measurement was utilized in [6, 17, 26].

11https://docs.unrealengine.com/latest/INT/API/Runtime/Engine/GameFramework/
AActor/Tick/1/index.html [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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The error rate is the number of frames where a GTOM method incorrectly maps
another object that is not the salient object normalized by the object sampling
duration. This type of measurement was calculated in a similar way in [14, 26].

The last utilized measurement is the error frequency which is the number of
times a GTOM method changes to map a non-salient object during the object
sampling duration. The measurement was calculated as in [14].

For the movements scene type, success rate is the only applicable of these men-
tioned performance measurements, because there is only one object in these kind of
scenes.

3.5 User study

To gather data sets for evaluating the GTOM methods described in section 3.2, a
user study was conducted. This section firstly highlights the utilized scene param-
eters for generation of scenes and then describes the user study setup, procedure
and participants in detail.

3.5.1 Scene parameters

After informal observations from preliminary evaluation and during the design of the
test environment, reasonable parameter ranges and thresholds was found for scene
parameters. Their estimations were considered adequate relating to the quality of
the gaze data, gaze processing and the GTOM methods in question.

A total number of 177 different scenes were generated: 3 tutorial scenes consist-
ing of one scene type each, 60 static scenes, 24 occlusion and 90 movement scenes.
The object sampling duration was set to 60 frames in all scenes which is approxi-
mately one second when running the test application at a stable frame rate of 60
frames per second. The duration was set to one second to balance between having
a too long duration that could cause eye strains as described in subsection 2.2.1
or having a too short duration which might lead to difficulties to interpret GTOM
performance.

Their respective scene parameters are presented under each scene type. Objects
size in degrees of visual angle was calculated with equation 2.1. With the assumption
that users were positioned at a distance of 60 cm from the tracker.

Tutorial scenes

Three tutorial scenes were specifically generated as a trial block before starting the
other scenes in order to decrease the risk of skewed data due to potential misun-
derstanding of the procedure. One scene of each scene type was generated and
instructions were shown in each of the scenes on how to follow the procedure, that
they should gaze at the salient object after they pressed the space bar.
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Static scenes

The object sample duration was set to 60 frames and as described in subsection
3.3.1 the object sampling started with no delay after the participant hit the space
bar. The empirically found scene parameters for the static scenes are shown in table
3.2.

Table 3.2: Scene parameters for static scenes.

Min Max Step Total
Size (cm) 0.5 4.5 1.0 5

0.48° 4.3° 0.95°
Spacing (cm) 0.0 3.0 1.0 4

0° 2.9° 0.95°
Shape (cube/sphere/cone) 3
Scenes 60
Object sample duration (frames) 60

Occlusion scenes

These scenes utilized the same object sampling procedure as in the static scenes,
that is sampling during 60 frames with no delay after the participant hit the space
bar. As the occlusion scenes uses the perspective projection mode their individual
size depends on several things as described in subsection 3.3.3. A more accurate
measure for illustrating their size and difficulty level is the percentage of screen
coverage inside the spawn area. The displayed percentage in table 3.3 was cal-
culated from the number of pixels the two objects directly behind the front over-
lapping objects have in the item buffer (with full resolution). Their pixels were
averaged and normalized by the number of pixels the spawn area have in screen
space (1280x720 pixels, see appendix A). For the front overlapping objects with size
0.5 cm and 4.0 cm respectively, their percentage was: [3.3× 10−4, 4.5× 10−2]%
(cube), [3.0× 10−4, 3.5× 10−2]% (sphere) and [2.9× 10−4, 3.7× 10−2]% (cone).
The empirically found scene parameters for the occlusion scenes are shown in table
3.3.
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Table 3.3: Scene parameters for occlusion scenes. The percentage is the
amount of non-occluded pixels normalized by the total amount of pixels
inside the spawn area.

Min Max Step Total
Size (cm) 0.5 4.0 0.5 8
Cube (%) 1.3× 10−4 1.3× 10−2

Sphere (%) 2.0× 10−4 1.9× 10−2

Cone (%) 1.9× 10−4 2.1× 10−2

Shape (cube/sphere/cone) 3
Scenes 24
Object sample duration (frames) 60

Movement scenes

The movement scenes had the same object sampling duration as the other to scene
types, that is 60 frames. The sampling starts after a delay of 200 ms following that
the participant hits the space bar as mentioned in subsection 3.3.1.

As discussed in 2.1.2 the human eye can perform smooth pursuits up to 50-70°/s
but the upper movement speed limit 20 cm/s (≈ 19°/s) was found adequate for
the utilized eye tracker and the applied GTOM methods. With this maximum
movement speed the longest distance an object could be translated was 24 cm
which also was within the spawn area’s width. Which was approximately 30 cm
with the monitor in the user study.

The empirically found scene parameters for the movement scenes are shown in
table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Scene parameters for movement scenes.

Min Max Step Total
Size (cm) 0.5 5.5 1.0 6

0.48° 5.2° 0.95°
Speed (cm/s) 4.0 20.0 4.0 5

3.8°/s 19°/s
Shape (cube/sphere/cone) 3
Scenes 90
Object sample duration (frames) 60

3.5.2 Setup and procedure
The eye tracker used in the user study was an EyeX Controller and motivation
behind this was described in subsection 3.1.1. For more detailed specification of
used hardware, software and their respective versions see appendix A.

The user study was performed in a calm private office at Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH). The only persons in the room during the user study were the
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participant and the experiment supervisor. The light conditions were ordinary day-
light, the curtains were closed and there were no direct sunlight on the office’s
windows during any user study session. This in order to reduce unnecessary reflec-
tions that could both interfere with the eye tracking but could also be distracting
for the participants.

The user study was performed in combination with another eye tracking study
that had a similar experiment duration. And to minimize potential bias from pos-
sible fatigue, each user study took turn to be performed as the first one for every
participant.

At the start of a session a participant was first given an information sheet stating
that the user study’s objective was to evaluate different GTOM techniques, inform-
ing them about the terms and their anonymity in the experiment. If the participant
had understood these terms then he or she and the experiment supervisor signed
an agreement that the terms were understood. And also that they were free to end
their participation at any time without any negative consequences.

After that the participant was seated in an ordinary chair with no wheels in front
of a desktop computer such that the participant eyes were approximately 60 cm from
the eye tracker which was attached on the monitor. This was ensured by positioning
the chair’s back legs inside already made markers on the floor. The monitor had
been fixed inside a marked area on the table and it was never rotated or adjusted
vertically on its stand. The optimal height for every participants’ eyes, that is that
they were centered on the screen when tracked, was arranged by changing the table
height mechanically with a button. No chin rest was used during the user study in
order to reduce discomfort and allow for a natural interaction behaviour [16]. The
setup can be seen in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The user study setup. The markers for positioning the back
legs on the chair can be seen on the floor.

When the participant was in place a seven point calibration was performed utilizing
calibration software provided by the manufacturer. Afterwards, the calibration was
visually verified by letting the participant look at nine different control points. The
quality of the calibration was also verified between the two different user studies
when it was deemed necessary.

Then the test application was started where the participant first inserted their
age, sex and the type of potential corrective lenses. Followed by the three first
trial scenes then entailed by the rest of the 174 generated scenes as described in
subsection 3.5.1. The order (which was randomized) and parameters of each scene
can be seen in appendix table B.1. All gaze points during each object sample were
recorded in order to be able to verify if any data sets were skewed. After both user
studies the participant was asked if they wanted information about the results of
the user studies later and a mark on their consent form was made if this was the
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case.

3.5.3 Participants
A total of 31 participants (25 male and six females) partook in the user study.
Five additional participants from the total sample group did not show for their
user study session. All participants were students at KTH, and all except two
of the participants were attendees of a computer graphics course on a graduate
educational level. The computer graphics course participants were compensated
with a possible grade bump if their final grade in that course was on the boundary of
a higher grade. Participants ages were between 20 and 43 years old (mean = 24.52,
standard deviation = 4.21). Twelve had no corrective lenses, 13 had glasses and
six with contact lenses. Every participant in the study was considered to have
sufficient gaze quality to participate in the user study. This was based on the visual
verification after each participant’s calibration. But after a manual post analysis of
gaze plots over each individual scene, one participant displayed an systematic error
after the later half of the experiment and was removed from the data sets. Three
examples of these post analysis gaze plots with sampled gaze points from the data
sets can be seen in figure 4.2.
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter summarises the result from data gathered from the user study which
was described in section 3.5. The result from each participant was grouped for
every individual scene. A total of 1800 static, 720 occlusion and 2700 movement
object samples were used after removing data from one participant (see subsection
3.5.3). That is 30 object samples from 60 static scenes, 24 occlusion scenes and 90
movement scenes. The mean duration of a user study session with one participant
including the three trial scenes was eight minutes and 56 seconds with a standard
deviation of one minute and 21 seconds.

The chapter is divided into two sections where the first section illustrates briefly
how the sampled gaze data looked. This to have in mind when interpreting the
result from the GTOM methods which is presented in the second and last section
in this chapter.
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4.1 Gaze data
As the GTOM result depends on the gaze data quality an overview was made to
show how many unique gaze points that were recorded during each object sample
per scene. This is illustrated in figure 4.1. The solid line is the mean and the area
around it is a two-tailed t-distributed confidence interval at confidence level 95%.
The utilized eye tracker’s sample rate is according to its specification > 60 Hz1.
Figure 4.1 shows that the number of unique gaze points are almost consistently
above 50 gaze points per object sampling, with some signs of variance. There is a
clear but small decline from around scene 145.
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Figure 4.1: Unique gaze points per scene averaged over all object sam-
ples.

1http://www.tobii.com/xperience/products/#Specification/ [Online; accessed 06-June-
2016]
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4.2. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

To get a rough understanding on how spread the gaze quality was between partic-
ipants, figure 4.2 shows three typical gaze plots from three different scenes. Each
participant’s recorded gaze points have a unique color. These gaze points are the
ones that each GTOM method processed in order to map to the salient object in
these particular scenes. All gaze points are plotted together and reflects the typical
spread for each scene given the user study’s participants.

Figure 4.2: Participants’ gaze points shown from three enlarged screen-
shots of different scenes. Each color belongs to the same participant. The
scene numbers from the top left are 149, 142 and 145. Scene parameters
are provided in appendix table B.1.

4.2 Performance measurements

This section presents the result from each of the three different scene types: static,
occlusion and movement. The performance measurements success rate, error rate
and error frequency are divided into separate figures and each scene type will be
presented in an orderly fashion. Every measurement is calculated from the object
sampling duration of 60 frames (≈ one second). As previously stated in section 3.4,
only success rate is considered in the movement scene type.

As mentioned briefly in the beginning of this chapter the result from each inde-
pendent object sample for each participant was grouped by scene number, thus 30
data points for each unique scene (data from one participant was removed due to
systematic error). With a relatively small sample size (n = 30), unknown mean and
unknown standard deviation two-tailed t-distributed with n− 1 degrees of freedom
confidence intervals were utilized. Error bars have confidence level 95%.
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Figure 4.3: The success rate averaged for all object samples for each
GTOM method with each combination of static scene parameter. The
size range [0.5, 4.5] cm is approximately equivalent to [0.48, 4.3]° with the
user study’s setup.

Figure 4.3 shows that for scenes with spacing 0 cm there is not much difference in
success rate between the methods. And methods’ success rate increases naturally
as objects have a larger size. Although indication of a small increase in success rate
for all methods with sphere shaped objects with size 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 cm.

When introducing scenes with spacing, the Interactor approach shows a higher
success rate for objects with size 0.5 and 1.5 cm then compared to RC and RCS.
And this corresponds to an object size of approximately 0.48° and 1.4° respectively
when utilizing equation 2.1 with the given setup.
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Figure 4.4: The error rate averaged for all object samples for each GTOM
method with each combination of static scene parameter.

As figure 4.4 illustrates, all methods shows a high error rate for objects with size
0.5 cm and no spacing (< 75% for RCS and Interactors). The RC method shows
almost half the error rate compared to RCS and Interactors in scenes with cone
objects that had size 0.5 and 1.5 cm and no spacing.
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Figure 4.5: The error frequency averaged for all object samples for each
GTOM method with each combination of static scene parameter.

Both the RC and RCS method shows a higher error frequency than the Interactor
approach in figure 4.5 for all scenes with no spacing and size 0.5 cm. The Interactor
method shows a low error frequency over all static scenes.
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Figure 4.6: The success rate averaged for all object samples for each
GTOM method with each combination of occlusion scene parameter.

Figure 4.6 shows a slightly greater variance in success rate for occlusion scenes
compared to static scenes. The Interactors method shows 0% success rate at scenes
with size 0.5 cm while RC and RCS displays means between 4-12%. There are some
discrepancies (e.g. size 1.5 cm, cube) for the means of success rate within same sizes
but between different shapes for all methods. As table 3.3 shows, a cube covers less
screen space than both the sphere and the cone if they are scaled with the same
size.
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Figure 4.7: The error rate averaged for all object samples for each GTOM
method with each combination of occlusion scene parameter.

In figure 4.7, Interactors demonstrates a higher mean on the error rate for size 0.5 cm
with all shapes than the other two methods (≈ 40%). The RC method shows a lower
error rate mean compared to both Interactors and RCS until around size 2.5 cm.
For size 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 cm with cone shape, all methods shows approximately half
the error rate mean than with the cube and sphere.
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Figure 4.8: The error frequency averaged for all object samples for each
GTOM method with each combination of occlusion scene parameter.

Figure 4.8 shows that RCS has some instability when mapping small objects (size
0.5, 1.0, 1.5 cm) according to the mean of the error frequency but also according to
the high variance in relative to the other two methods. The Interactor approach
displays consistently a low variance for the error frequency over all the scenes.
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Figure 4.9: The success rate averaged for all object samples for each
GTOMmethod with each combination of movement scene parameter. The
speed range [4, 20] cm/s is approximately equivalent to [3.8, 19]°/s with
the user study’s setup.

Figure 4.9 illustrates that all the GTOM methods are struggling to map the objects
with size 0.5 cm (≈ 0.48°), although the Interactors method shows some success
for the speed 4 and 8 cm/s (≈ 3.8°/s, 7.6°/s). There are some indications that all
the methods shows different levels of success rate means for all the different shapes.
With the cube shape displaying the highest means, while sphere displays slightly
less and cone the least. Which is most apparent in all the scenes with the speed
20 cm/s (≈ 19°/s).
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Chapter 5

Discussion

This chapter begins discussing the result from the user study and limitations in the
methodology. This is followed by pointing out important ethical and social aspects
connected to this degree project. The chapter is then finalized with the conclusion
of this degree project and some propositions for future work.

5.1 Results
This section will first discuss the quality of the recorded gaze data. Entailed by
interpreting the GTOM result from the individual scene types.

5.1.1 Gaze data

The frequency of unique gaze points could for instance be connected to lost data
as described in subsection 2.1.4 or decrease in sampling rate due to the modular
frequency of the eye tracker. As seen in figure 4.1 the recorded data shows that
the mean value of unique gaze points stays between 50-55 although decreases some
and shows an increase of variability from around scene 145 to the last scene but
the variability seems to stabilize at around scene 165. The decline of unique gaze
data points is likely caused by lost data due to signs of fatigue by some participants
caused by the fairly repetitive task in the experiment. Even though there was a
decline of the number of unique gaze points, the mean stayed quite high (≥≈ 80%)
under each scene. This is important for the GTOM methods because they will
apply mapping on the previous gaze coordinate again if not unique. Particularly in
scenes when objects had a high movement speed where an "old" and already used
gaze coordinate could lead to imprecise mapping. A troublesome example scenario
could be that the eye tracker exhibited an latency of 20 ms (claimed1 latency of
15± 5 ms) together with some lost data or decrease in sampling rate. Only taking
the problem with the latency into account a scene with an object with the velocity

1http://www.tobii.com/xperience/products/#Specification [Online; accessed 06-June-
2016]
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20 cm/s could have moved 0.4 cm during that period, which is almost the whole
diameter of the smallest sized object in the user study. This could have caused
some outliers in the data. Another factor that could have caused potential offsets
is where on the object the participant was looking. When objects had a larger size
participants might have looked at the edge of an object instead of for instance the
center.

With the combination of the broad range of different participants, the tracker
limitations and other aspects described in subsection 2.1.4 the resulting stream of
unique gaze points were reasonable but clearly had some impact on the GTOM
result.

5.1.2 Scenes

As seen in figure 4.3 the Interactors method outperforms both RC and RCS in
scenes with objects sized 0.5 cm and with some spacing. This is likely contributed
to utilized algorithms in the EyeX engine. Algorithms that most likely takes the
distance between individual objects’ masks in the query region and the gaze point’s
position into account. Something that neither of the other methods does as they
solely rely on where the gaze point is located on the screen. The RCS method
shows considerably better success rate with slightly larger objects (size 1.5 cm)
under the same spacing condition. While the RC method displays almost half the
success rate mean as the Interactors method with spacing 1-3 cm for all shapes.
When comparing success rate and error rate (figure 4.4) for size 0.5 cm and spacing
1 cm, the Interactors approach seems to have around 50% success rate and error
rate. Whether this is connected to correct sampling during half of the duration and
incorrect during the other half or that half of the participants had poor precision
consequently creating a gaze point offset, is not revealed by the measurements and
a deeper analysis is needed to resolve that. The high error frequency for the RCS
method shown in figure 4.5 is most likely connected to its probabilistic approach of
casting out six random ray casts per frame within a circle with ≈ 2° in diameter,
which is larger than the smallest object (≈ 0.48°) therefore changing the mapped
object frequently. This is also apparent in the occlusion scenes as seen in figure 4.8.

In figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 there were some result from some specific scenes that
did not reflect in how "difficult" in relation to how much object shapes cover the
screen space. As seen in table 3.3, the cube shape cover less screen space in per-
centage than spheres and cones. One example is the scenes with size 1.5 cm, where
all methods shows a higher success rate for cube shaped objects than for sphere and
cone shaped objects. This discrepancy is most likely attributed to which salient
object that was selected in the scenes, due to different screen coverage depending
on its depth in the scene. As mentioned in subsection 3.3.3, objects’ size parameter
in occlusion scenes is a rough approximation of their size in screen space. All the
different GTOM methods were tested under the same conditions but the results
from the occlusion scenes should be interpreted with caution relating to the objects
size between shapes. Some of the variance could also potentially be contributed to
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where participants looked at an object, which is mentioned later in section 5.2.
Figure 4.9 shows some indication that the Interactor approach is better at han-

dling GTOM for smooth pursuits than the other two methods. And it is mainly
with small to medium sized objects in relatively fast motion in this given scenario.
As mentioned earlier this might also be contributed to the algorithms in the EyeX
engine. These findings may be somewhat limited due to only considering mapping
to only one single object. Which might have been into the Interactor approach’s
favor and the performance would most likely not be the same if for instance more
objects would move in vicinity of the salient object. But the scenario is still in-
teresting because it gives some implications on how well these methods performs
during smooth pursuits utilizing this specific eye tracker.

Some bias could have been introduced due to not considering offsets that could
have been present for some participants. Thus if participants had a left or right offset
the performance could have been influenced for some of the methods. Which could
have been either better or worse depending on direction the object was moving.

To summarize the result of the methods, the Interactors handled small objects
with some spacing relatively good for all shapes in the static scenes. But also
showed a moderate to high error rate for objects scenes with no spacing and with
scenes that had size 0.5 cm with 1 cm spacing. While in the occlusion scenes, the
result is more difficult to interpret due to limitations in the selection of the salient
object. The Interactors method seemed to be more stable in its mapping compared
to the other methods due to a more consistently low error frequency for both the
static and occlusion scenes. The findings in the movement scenes suggests that the
Interactors method performed slightly better than the RCS method in most of the
scenes while outperforming the RC method in almost every scene. But none of
the methods could successfully map objects with speed 20 cm/s (≈ 19°/s) and size
0.5-3.5 cm (≈ 0.48°-3.4°).

5.2 Method

The visual post analysis made with the gaze plots showed much variance in the
spread of gaze point positions. Both when comparing among different participants
but also when comparing gaze points from individual participants. Some small
spread is likely connected to are imperfections in hardware (e.g. sensors, illumina-
tors), environmental changes, imperfections in the calculation model and this could
likely have been reduced in some degree by applying a noise filter. But the post
analysis of the recorded gaze data also shows that some participants made some
occasional mistakes when initiating the object sampling which contributed to some
gaze points that were not near the salient object. Another thing that could have in-
fluenced the performance of each GTOM method is where participants were looking
at the salient objects. As the whole visible surface of a salient object was the same
(i.e. "free gazing" [26]), it did not guarantee that participants were looking at the
plausible optimal position: the center of each object. By placing a visible "center
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point" on the salient object and inform participants to focus the gaze on it when
they initiated object sampling, could likely have increased the performance of all
methods [26]. But by doing this might lead to results that are not as connected and
realistic as if the methods were to applied in 3D games for instance. And there are
many other things that could contributed to not making this the optimal position
(e.g. poor accuracy and/or precision).

Each scene in the user study could have sampled from several different objects in
the same scene for each participant. It may also have been suitable to randomize the
salient object for each individual scene for each participant. This in order to perhaps
get a more representative object sampling. Although the first mentioned thing
would have made the user study’s duration for each session longer thus potentially
increasing the risks of adding bias caused by fatigue. With all these mentioned
limitations all the GTOM methods were evaluated under the same conditions but
several adjustments and extensions in the experiment can be made in order to
establish a greater degree of clarity whether the Interactors approach is suitable to
use as a GTOM method in 3D virtual environments.

5.3 Sustainability, ethical and social aspects
The result shows some indications that the Interactor approach has a positive effect
on the accuracy to map to 3D objects compared to the other methods. This opens up
the possibility of a future feature that can be supported by the software development
kit along the Tobii EyeX Engine. Which could provide developers with an easy
accessible but more accurate GTOM method than for instance ray casting. That
could be utilized in a plethora of different applications such as studying visual
perception in virtual 3D environments.

The user study was designed and conducted in a way to follow ethical guidelines
according to KTH’s ethical policy2 and enforced data confidentiality and participant
anonymity among other things.

No apparent sustainability aspects are connected to this degree project.

5.4 Conclusion
This degree project set out to determine the questions: Does the use of Interactors
have a positive effect on the GTOM accuracy on 3D objects compared to other
GTOM methods? If so, in what scenarios and to what degree does the Interactor
approach impact GTOM accuracy?

An answer to these questions is that Interactors shows some promising results
compared to the other GTOM methods in the fairly limited set of scenarios with the
recorded gaze data. But further research and evaluation is needed for determining
if the Interactor approach is viable as a GTOM method in 3D virtual environments.

2https://www.kth.se/social/files/5654f487f276547adc1e3ffc/Etisk-policy.pdf [On-
line; accessed 06-June-2016]
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5.5 Future work
Some initial and important steps have been made in order to evaluate the Interactor
approach in 3D virtual environments. But further investigation and experimenta-
tion into utilizing Interactors with an item buffer is strongly recommended. There
are several extensions and improvements that can be done. Especially focus on
evaluating more occlusion scenarios. The test environment could also be extended
with more parameters described in subsection 2.2.3 and add more GTOM methods
to compare against in order to gain better insight in the feasibility of the Interactor
approach. With the increase of variations in generated scenes using human partici-
pants for obtaining data can begin to be unpractical, therefore a way to automatize
the evaluation utilizing synthesized raw gaze points could be of great value. This
can enable simulation of a huge amount of different generated scenes with small
step size on parameters to get more accurate thresholds. And there have recently
been some advances in the field of gaze point synthesis [2], so this approach may be
beneficial.

Additionally, evaluation of the Interactor approach in aspects of computational
complexity performance should be performed in more complex and resource de-
manding scenarios. This in order to detect application areas for it. If the GTOM
method in question is to be utilized in performance intensive applications like games,
the performance characteristics of the GTOM method has to be taken into account.
One potential optimization can be to only segment the rendered item buffer image
inside the EyeX Engine’s query bounds instead of segmenting the whole buffer. An-
other plausible optimization is to add and remove objects dynamically from the item
buffer when the recorded gaze point is either in proximity of the objects’ bounding
volumes or far away. To only render item buffer-objects near the gaze point.

There are also some problems accompanying the use of an item buffer that needs
to be attended in order to generalize this Interactor approach’s applications. One
problem is how to handle potential interaction with continuous objects like walls,
terrain and hills et cetera. A way of countering this could be to utilize some sort
of tiling to partition these objects into smaller objects. Another problem is how to
manage objects that have transparent materials which might have another depth
dependency than some item buffer implementations.

As Mantiuk et al. [14] mentions, an objective measurement for GTOM methods
might not always reflect a qualitative measurement depending in which context the
GTOM method is utilized. For instance in their case they used it for a depth of
field effect and they found minimizing the error rate did not necessarily improve the
user experience. Thus performing some sort of qualitative experiments utilizing the
Interactor approach could also be of value in further studies.
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Appendix A

User study hardware and software setup

Eye tracker hardware and software:
Eye tracker model: Tobii EyeX Controller
Firmware version: 2.0.2-33638
Tobii EyeX Controller Core version: 2.0.9
Tobii EyeX Controller Driver version: 2.0.4
Tobii Service version: 1.9.0.6164
Tobii EyeX Engine version: 1.9.0.6164
Tobii EyeX Config version: 3.2.7.366
Tobii EyeX Interaction version: 2.0.4.2420
Desktop computer hardware:
Monitor: Philips 272S4LPJCB1 (pixel pitch = 0.233 mm) @ 60 Hz, 2560× 1440 px
CPU: Intel Xeon E5-1650 v3 @ 3.5 GHz
Graphics card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970
Memory (RAM): 16 GB DDR4 @ 2133 MHz
Hard drive: Samsung MZHPV256HDGL SSD
General software:
OS: Windows 10.0.10586
Game engine: Unreal Engine 4.10.4
Tobii EyeX SDK version: Cpp-1.6.477
Modified Unreal EyeX Plugin version: EyeXforUE4-v-4.102

1http://www.usa.philips.com/c-p/272S4LPJCB_27/brilliance-led-backlit-lcd-monitor-with-smartimage/
specifications [Online; accessed 11-August-2016]

2https://github.com/TobiiTechnology/EyeXforUE4/ [Online; accessed 06-June-2016]
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Appendix B

Generated scenes in user study

Table B.1: Order of scenes in the user study and their respective param-
eters.

Scene # Projection mode Size (cm) Spacing (cm) Speed (cm/s) Occlusion Shape Tutorial Direction
0 Orthographic 1.0 0.0 0.0 0 Random 1 None
1 Orthographic 3.0 0.0 10.0 0 Sphere 1 Right
2 Perspective 2.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 1 None
3 Perspective 0.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
4 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cone 0 Left
5 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 4.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
6 Orthographic 2.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
7 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cube 0 Right
8 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 12.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
9 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 16.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
10 Orthographic 0.5 2.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
11 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cone 0 Left
12 Perspective 3.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
13 Perspective 4.0 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
14 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 12.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
15 Orthographic 2.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
16 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cube 0 Left
17 Perspective 1.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
18 Orthographic 3.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
19 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
20 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cone 0 Left
21 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 20.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
22 Orthographic 4.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
23 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cube 0 Right
24 Orthographic 1.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
25 Orthographic 4.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
26 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
27 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cone 0 Right
28 Perspective 2.0 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
29 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 8.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
30 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cube 0 Left
31 Perspective 1.0 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
32 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cone 0 Right
33 Perspective 3.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
34 Orthographic 2.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
35 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cone 0 Left
36 Orthographic 4.5 3.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
37 Orthographic 1.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
38 Perspective 1.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
39 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 8.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
40 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
41 Orthographic 2.5 1.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
42 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cube 0 Left
43 Orthographic 0.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
44 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cone 0 Left
45 Perspective 3.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
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46 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 8.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
47 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cone 0 Right
48 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cone 0 Right
49 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
50 Orthographic 1.5 3.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
51 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cone 0 Right
52 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cone 0 Right
53 Orthographic 2.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
54 Orthographic 1.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
55 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cone 0 Right
56 Orthographic 4.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
57 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cone 0 Right
58 Perspective 3.5 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
59 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 16.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
60 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cone 0 Right
61 Orthographic 2.5 3.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
62 Perspective 4.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
63 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cone 0 Right
64 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cone 0 Left
65 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cone 0 Left
66 Orthographic 3.5 1.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
67 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
68 Orthographic 0.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
69 Orthographic 1.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
70 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 12.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
71 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cone 0 Left
72 Orthographic 0.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
73 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
74 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cube 0 Right
75 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 20.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
76 Orthographic 3.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
77 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 4.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
78 Orthographic 3.5 3.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
79 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cone 0 Left
80 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cube 0 Left
81 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cube 0 Right
82 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 8.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
83 Orthographic 4.5 1.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
84 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cube 0 Right
85 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cone 0 Right
86 Perspective 2.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
87 Orthographic 3.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
88 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 8.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
89 Orthographic 0.5 3.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
90 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cube 0 Right
91 Perspective 0.5 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
92 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
93 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cube 0 Right
94 Orthographic 0.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
95 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cube 0 Left
96 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cube 0 Right
97 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cube 0 Left
98 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 4.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
99 Perspective 4.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
100 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
101 Perspective 1.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
102 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cube 0 Right
103 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cube 0 Left
104 Orthographic 4.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
105 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cone 0 Right
106 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cube 0 Left
107 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
108 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 16.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
109 Orthographic 4.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
110 Perspective 2.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
111 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 12.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
112 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 4.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
113 Orthographic 4.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
114 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cube 0 Right
115 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 4.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
116 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cube 0 Left
117 Perspective 2.5 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
118 Orthographic 1.5 2.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
119 Orthographic 0.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
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120 Orthographic 1.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
121 Orthographic 1.5 1.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
122 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
123 Perspective 3.0 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
124 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 16.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
125 Orthographic 2.5 2.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
126 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cube 0 Left
127 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cone 0 Left
128 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cone 0 Left
129 Orthographic 3.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
130 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cone 0 Right
131 Orthographic 2.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
132 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cube 0 Right
133 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 16.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
134 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cone 0 Right
135 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cube 0 Left
136 Perspective 2.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
137 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 20.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
138 Orthographic 1.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
139 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cone 0 Left
140 Perspective 3.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cube 0 None
141 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 8.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
142 Perspective 2.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
143 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 20.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
144 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 16.0 0 Cube 0 Right
145 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 20.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
146 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cube 0 Right
147 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cone 0 Right
148 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cone 0 Left
149 Orthographic 0.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
150 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cube 0 Left
151 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 20.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
152 Perspective 1.5 0.0 0.0 1 Sphere 0 None
153 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 20.0 0 Cube 0 Left
154 Orthographic 3.5 3.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
155 Perspective 0.5 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
156 Orthographic 4.5 2.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
157 Orthographic 5.5 0.0 12.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
158 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 12.0 0 Cube 0 Right
159 Orthographic 3.5 2.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
160 Orthographic 2.5 2.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
161 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 4.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
162 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 12.0 0 Sphere 0 Left
163 Orthographic 3.5 1.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
164 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
165 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 8.0 0 Cone 0 Right
166 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 16.0 0 Sphere 0 Right
167 Orthographic 2.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cube 0 Right
168 Orthographic 1.5 0.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
169 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cube 0 None
170 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 0.0 0 Cone 0 None
171 Orthographic 3.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cube 0 Right
172 Orthographic 4.5 0.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
173 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cube 0 Right
174 Orthographic 0.5 0.0 4.0 0 Cone 0 Right
175 Perspective 1.0 0.0 0.0 1 Cone 0 None
176 Orthographic 0.5 1.0 0.0 0 Sphere 0 None
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